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THIS IS THE DIRECTION FEARLESS MOVES

THE FIRST-EVER LC
Some things are never meant to be. Some things are  

never meant to be anything less than impossible.  

This is the story of the Lexus LC. When the LF-LC  

concept vehicle debuted at the 2012 North American  

International Auto Show, critics showered the captivating  

design with adulation, even as they maintained that the  

bold concept would never be more than just that.  

And that changed everything. 

A study in uninhibited passion and exhilaration never  

designed to make the leap into production, the LC required  

an unswerving commitment to the art of uncompromise.

Uniting a visceral driving feel with a visionary form demanded  

a revolutionary approach to every step of the design and  

engineering process, including more than triple the standard  

amount of research and development. Any sacrifice of design  

or performance was unacceptable. The result was unprecedented. 

Defying the impossible to develop a groundbreaking flagship coupe,  

this is Lexus at full throttle.

THE IMAGES AND CONTENT IN THIS BROCHURE HAVE BEEN SOURCED  

GLOBALLY AND MAY DIFFER FROM FINAL NEW ZEALAND SPECIFICATION.



THE BRILLIANCE OF INTERFERENCE

CRACKING THE CODE BEHIND EUROPEAN BEE-EATERS,  
MORPHO BUTTERFLIES AND THE CASPIAN SEA 

TO ENGINEER THE MOST VIBRANT PAINT IN THE WORLD

This isn’t a paint job. This is a calling. Taking inspiration from the brightest living  

objects on Earth and millennia of invention, Lexus introduces the first-ever  

structural colouration paint, Structural Blue. Produced not by dyes or pigments  

but by the play of light with the structure of the paint, the dynamic blue hue  

is actually a reflection of blue light. The slightest variation in the shape of materials  

would reflect a different wavelength and, therefore, generate a different colour.  

A world-premiere innovation rooted in the timeless ingenuity of the  

natural world, Structural Blue harnesses the radiance of light interference  

to produce a colour 50% more intense than conventional paints.

The Structural Blue exterior paint colour is beyond the spectrum possible with current printing technologies.



LC INTERIOR STYLING

A stunning balance of bleeding-edge design and emotion,  

the LC signals a new conquest in handcrafted artistry.  

Dramatic forms dominate the cockpit as sumptuous materials  

cloak every surface. The interior is trimmed with either  

semi-aniline leather accented or semi-aniline leather and  

Alcantara accents in provocative hues and elaborate hand-stitching  

that makes an unequivocally bold statement. Evocative door  

panels encase the cabin in deep, undulating lines and high art.



Pairing a visceral driving feel with a visionary form, the LC 500 is the pinnacle of a decade-long  

commitment to innovative engineering and unbridled imagination. A daring coupe with a low,  

purposeful stance, the LC represents the future of Lexus at full throttle.

LC 500h

SECS 0-100KM AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

KEY FEATURES: CARBON FIBRE OR GLASS ROOF   |   21” SPLIT 5-SPOKE FORGED ALLOY WHEELS

LC 500 SPECIFICATIONS

5.0 |  V8  |  351kW  |  4.7  |  10-speed
LITRE MAXIMUM  

POWER OUTPUT

NATURALLY  

ASPIRATED ENGINE

Experience the breakthrough that recasts the entire concept of hybrid performance. Experience the LC 500h.  

A naturally aspirated 3.5-litre V6 with Lexus Hybrid Drive and a Multi-Stage Hybrid transmission delivers high-impact  

acceleration with the responsive feel of a high-performance coupe.

SECS 0-100KM

KEY FEATURES: CARBON FIBRE OR GLASS ROOF   |   21” SPLIT 5-SPOKE FORGED ALLOY WHEELS   |   LIGHTWEIGHT LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

LC 500h SPECIFICATIONS

3.5 |  V6  |  264kW  |  5.0  |  
LITRE COMBINED

POWER OUTPUT

NATURALLY  

ASPIRATED ENGINE

Multi-stage  
hybrid transmission 

LC 500



Steel Blue: Semi-aniline leather accented front; synthetic leather rear    UNIQUE TO STRUCTURAL BLUE EXTERIOR COLOUR

Infrared  |  3T5

Deep Metallic Bronze  |  4X2

Naples Yellow  |  5C1  

Deep Blue  |  8X5

CUSTOMISE YOUR LC

White Nova  |  083

Slate Grey  |  1G0

Sonic Silver  |  1J2

Titanium  |  1J7

Onyx  |  212 Graphite Black  |  223

Garnet Red  |  3S0

The interior and exterior colours represented on the page opposite are a guide only. For an accurate rendition please refer to the Lexus LC colour specifier with your Lexus Dealer.

POWERTRAIN EXTERIOR COLOURS

5.0-litre V8,   
32 valve quad-cam  
petrol engine with  
VVT-iE and VVT-i 

10-speed automatic transmission

Torsen Limited Slip 
Differential

GLASS ROOF 

Semi-aniline leather accented  
layered construction front seats

Synthetic leather rear seats

Driver’s and front passenger 
10-way power seats, 
driver’s seat memory

Power height adjustable  
front headrests

Stainless steel scuff plates

Manual roof sunshade

CARBON FIBRE ROOF  

Alcantara and Semi-aniline leather 
accented front seats, Alcantara and  

synthetic leather accented rear seats

Sport style front seats

Driver’s and front passenger 
8-way power seats; 

Driver’s seat memory

Manual height adjustable 
front headrests

Lexus Dynamic Handling (LDH):  
Variable Gear Ratio Steering (VGRS) 

and  
Dynamic Rear Steering (DRS)

Carbon fibre scuff plates

Power retractable rear spoiler

3.5-litre V6, 
24 valve quad-cam 
petrol hybrid with  

VVT-iW and VVT-i

Lexus Hybrid Drive

Multi-Stage Hybrid Transmission

Torsen Limited Slip Differential  
(n/a with Glass roof)

Dark Rose: GLASS ROOF 
Semi-aniline leather accented front; 
synthetic leather rear

Black: GLASS ROOF 
Semi-aniline leather accented front; 
synthetic leather rear

Dark Rose: SPORTS SEATS - CARBON ROOF 
Alcantara and semi-aniline leather  
accented front; Alcantara and  
synthetic leather accented rear    

INTERIOR COLOURSUNIQUE FEATURES

STANDARD FEATURES LC 500 / LC 500h

SAFETY AND SECURITY EXTERIOR FEATURES INTERIOR FEATURES

Structural Blue  |  8Y0  |  GLASS ROOF ONLY

Ochre: GLASS ROOF 
Semi-aniline leather accented front; 
synthetic leather rear

Black: SPORTS SEATS - CARBON ROOF 
Alcantara and semi-aniline leather  
accented front; Alcantara and  
synthetic leather accented rear

Ochre: SPORTS SEATS - CARBON ROOF 
Alcantara and semi-aniline leather  
accented front; Alcantara and  
synthetic leather accented rear

OR

Lexus Safety System+:  
Pre-Crash Safety System;  

Lane Keep Assist; Secondary Crash Brake 
system;  All-speed Dynamic Radar Cruise 

Control; Automatic High Beam

Immobiliser, horn and siren alarm  
with angle and glass break sensors

Fixed rear seats, 2x ISOFIX 
and 2x tether anchors

8 airbags: Driver’s and front passenger 
front, seat sides, knee,  

2 x full length curtain shield

4x front and 4x rear parking sensors

Tyre pressure warning system - all wheels

Reverse camera with 
active guidelines

Vehicle Dynamics 
Integrated Management (VDIM)

Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) 
and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

Dual exhaust pipe, quad outlets 
with chrome surrounds

Rear privacy glass

Smart entry and smart start

Flush surface exterior door handles

Rain sensing front wipers with  
arm mounted washers

3-Lens Bi-LED headlights with 
LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL),  

LED indicators

Automatic headlight levelling 
and headlight cleaners

Multi-reflection effect LED  
rear combination lights

Auto dimming exterior mirrors 
with power retract, 

driver’s side memory

21” forged alloy wheels,  
Michelin Pilot Super Sport tyres 

245/40/RF21 front, 275/35RF21 rear

Run-flat tyres

Multi-link front and rear suspension,  
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)

Genuine leather shift knob and steering 
wheel, magnesium paddle shifters

Aluminium sports pedals

Power tilt and telescopic 
steering column adjustment 

with memory

ECO, Comfort, Custom, Normal,  
Sport S, Sport S+ driving modes

Electronic parking brake

Alcantara interior trim - roof headlining,  
sun visors, pillars and door trim

Auto dimming interior mirror

Driver’s and front passenger seat 
heating and ventilation, 

2-way power lumbar support

Dual zone climate control 
air conditioning with 

nanoe air purifier

Metallic instrument panel finish

8” colour TFT combination meter,  
colour TFT MID, colour head-up display

Digital speedometer and tachometer

13-speaker Mark Levinson Reference  
audio system with Satellite navigation,  

DAB, 10.3” TFT display, Bluetooth,   
Wi-Fi for Miracast

OR



THE IMAGES AND CONTENT IN THIS BROCHURE HAVE  

BEEN SOURCED GLOBALLY AND MAY DIFFER FROM  

NEW ZEALAND SPECIFICATION.

Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications 

contained in this publication were accurate as at 2 June, 2017.  

Lexus New Zealand reserves the right at any time to introduce any 

changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any 

other reason. Paint, upholstery and interior trim colours shown in this 

brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing 

processes. Some models shown in this brochure may have optional 

accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest 

Authorised Lexus Dealer. They will be glad to assist.  
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